
SIP Internal Meeting
August 11, 2005

Participants:
Demuth, Julie
Gruntfest, Eve
Larsen, Pete
Lazo, Jeff
Mahoney, Bill
Morss, Rebecca
Zia, Asim

Unavailable:
Brown, Barb
Gallo, Inger (vacation)
Harriss, Robert
Laidlaw, Emily

Action Items from Prior Meetings
 All – add any new Upcoming Meetings and Travel – email information to Inger (ongoing

after every meeting)
 All – task PIs to submit short (1 paragraph) summary of status by COB day of meeting to

Inger (ongoing after every meeting)
 All –give feedback to Eve and Julie re: attached Develop Workshop II draft brochure, asap –

(complete)
 Jeff –talk to RAL web staff about management of SIP web site (in progress)
 Jeff – reschedule Aug and Sept Meetings (complete)
 Eve/Julie/Inger – reserve NCAR rooms for workshop (scheduled to do week of Sept. 26)
 Eve/Julie/Inger – work with Inger on hotel reservations for workshop (Complete)
 Eve – look into doing seminars within other divisions re: WAS*IS (Eve?)
 Eve – look into getting something into Article in Staff notes? UCAR Today? about WAS*IS

(Complete)
 Pete – schedule QA/QC meeting Barb, Pete, Jeff, Bill
 Asim –send paragraph to Inger about, New institute in Islamabad

August Meeting Action Items – Summarize Before Adjournment
 Pete – Remember to bring food for next meeting.
 All –  Send project reports by COB 8/12/05.
 All – Next SIP team meeting is at 10:30 AM on 9/15/05.
 Pete – Present OUSSSA powerpoint at next meeting.
 Jeff – Develop styleguide with editor.
 Eve/Julie/Inger – Address WAS*IS issues including workshop drop-ins, local and on the road

workshops, proposal for the ASP summer colloquium, and get a headcount of foreign
attendees to workshop: (For this, we've completed the ASP proposal, but not the other
parts.  We should have a head count of foreigners by next week.  We've begun
discussing other local and on-the-road workshops, but nothing is final on those.We still
have to address the issue of workshop drop-ins.)

 All – WAS*IS group looking for attendees from the social sciences.
 Pete – Contact graduate schools (Cornell, UCSB-Bren School, etc.) regarding WAS*IS

attendance.
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 Asim/Rebecca – Continue to work on QPF report.
 Bill – Work on getting economic studies out of transportation bill potential budget.
 Pete – Present OUSSSA results @ RAL brown bag seminar, etc.
 Jeff – Find someone to transfer Roger Pielke’s servers to NCAR servers.
 Jeff – Find web person to optimize google and yahoo search results for SIP/Pielke/WAS*IS

websites.  Also, have developer remap Pielke’s URL address to SIP website (for users who
have bookmarked his site).
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Progress Reports for July 2005

Overall U.S. Sector Sensitivity Assessment (OUSSSA)
Significant progress was made on the OUSSSA project in the month of July.  First, Pete
submitted a draft thesis to faculty members in the Department of Applied Economics at
Cornell University.  The draft thesis sent to Ithaca was bound, fedexed and contained ten
chapters of material directly related to the OUSSSA project.  The tentative title of this
thesis is: An Evaluation of the Sensitivity of U.S. Economic Sectors to Weather.  Second,
revisions to the draft were ongoing through the month of July and additional research was
being conducted in appropriate methods to aggregate the results using monte-carlo
simulation techniques.  Pete expects to defend his thesis in early September just prior to
the September 30 OUSSSA report deadline.  The OUSSSA report will be compiled by
combining Jeff’s work into model aggregation and Pete’s peer-reviewed thesis.

QPF
A third draft of a report on QPF project has been reviewed by Morss and Lazo. The work
on next draft of this report is in progress. It is expected that a complete draft of the report
will be ready for review by the editor before the end of August.

WAS*IS Status and Issues
Logistics

• Webpage is up with background info and the application
(www.ral.ucar.edu/was_is)

• Announcement has gone out via email to (literally) thousands of people  who
else should receive this?

• Strong interest (45+ contacts so far), 4 official applications received and 4 more
promised,
Sep 2 application deadline

• Residence Inn across Foothills Parkway booked for first workshop, 711
November 2005

• Second workshop pushed back a week to 1317 March 2006 because of annual
geographers’ meeting

WORKSHOP CONTENT PROSPECTS (FLEXIBILITY BASED ON PARTICIPANTS)
Knowledge

• Participants’ backgrounds, interests, inquiries, and contributions
• Other efforts related to WAS*IS
• Potential pitfalls and opportunities of  technology, demography, private sector

involvement (new actors), new stakeholder needs
• Field trip

o Team building and real-world experiences/examples
o Fort Collins flood, Denver/Boulder Weather Forecast Office? USGS?

Skills
• Communication

o Terminology and jargon
o Techniques and strategies (e.g., with public, stakeholders, each other,

other disciplines)
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o Understanding and conveying uncertainty
Tools

• Methods (with potential examples and success stories)
o Users surveys

 understanding and knowledge
 satisfaction (happiness and economic value)
 behavioral changes such as increased preparedness

o Decision support systems
 e.g. RAL’s surface transportation

o Economic analyses (cost-benefit, willingness to pay, qualitative measures)
• Background case studies

o Draw on participants’ interests, our interests and expertise, existing
COMET modules, pressing opportunities

o Discussion topics
 Lessons learned from high-impact disasters

 1976 Big Thompson flash flood
 1999 tornadoes in Oklahoma
 2004 hurricane season in Florida and Gulf states

 Cherry Creek Reservoir near Denver
 Estimates of PMP and acceptable risk: decision whether or not

to rebuild dam?
 Weather and health

 Learning from public health success stories for behavior
change

 Weather and equity (heat waves, snowstorms) affect certain
social groups; how do social programs get and use weather
information?

 Vulnerable populations and public perceptions
 DC snowstorms vs elsewhere
 Role of demographic characteristics (e.g., gender, ethnicity)

 Scientists’ obligation to explain and justify the utility of their
work??

 Media coverage, hype, and repercussions of weather events and
forecasts (e.g.,  email about particular pressures on Sterling, VA
Weather Forecast Office)

o Potential case study examples for participant projects
 Agency collaborations:

 USGS and NWS responsibilities and collaborations in debris
flows (after fires, heavy rains)

 Jurisdictional issues
 Rainfall outside Denver/Boulder weather forecast office

jurisdiction but affects neighborhoods within their jurisdiction;
conflicts between emergency managers, utilities, and private
meteorological services

 Pulling the trigger on watches and warnings
 False alarms, close calls, and missed events
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 Different perceptions of emergency managers vs. vulnerable
populations

LITERATURE (FOR REQUIRED AND RECOMMENDED READING)
Peer-reviewed

• Morss and Hooke, BAMS July 2005: The Outlook for U.S. Meteorological
Research in a Commercializing World: Fair Early, but Clouds Moving In?

Media
• Wall Street Journal, June 2005: In Hurricane Forecasting, Science Is Far From

Exact
• AP, July 2005: Heat Wave Prompts Summer School “Snow Day”
• “The Daily Show” pieces (e.g., hurricane)
• Washington Post, Feb 2005: Washington, The Nation's Weather Wimp
• Washington Post, Mar 2005: Fickle Storm Defies Forecasts: Anger Mounts As

Predictions Of The Big One Melt Away
Marketing

• Mason-Dixon Polling and Research, Inc., Summer 2005, Coastal State Residents
Fail Hurricane Safety Test

• 2004: Clark County (Las Vegas) Flash Flooding Survey
ISSUES TO CONSIDER

• Workshop drop-ins not allowed but possibility of “public” lectures
• Shorter local workshop versions (NCAR?) and on the road (e.g., Norman, OK)
• Proposal for ASP summer colloquium in 2006
• Foreign attendees

o Financial issues
o Institutional cultures

YOUR SUGGESTIONS FOR TOPICS, REFERENCES, AND PARTICIPANTS


